Traditionally business software has been hosted in the client's business, typically referred to as 'in-house' or 'on-premises' solution that is hosted on a client-owned server. In SAAS software deployment, for servicing multiple clients, vendors deploy same software instance in multiple machines like multiple instances. The implementation would be done in vendor or client location. This type of deployment model consumes more resources such as software implementation effort for each machine and hardware resources. Multi-tenant web application maintenance issues are usage calculation for application, tenant data security issue in database and file server, authorisation control for application resources access and application deployment platform management of resource usage monitor and control for service level agreement (SLA) for response time maintenance. Multi-tenant web framework (MWF) provides standard set of components and utilities that expedites the process of developing multi-tenant functionalities and converts an ordinary web application in to a multi-tenant enabled application. MWF consists of features that include authentication, authorisation, tenant tracking, application platform controller and securing tenant data.
Introduction
Today with the advent of outsourcing and growing desire to reduce operational costs, cloud has been identified as primary among the green initiatives across all IT organisations. However, cloud's computing initiatives alone are often proven to act as a major cost saving factor. Over the time we have seen some drastic changes in software delivery model: from thick client applications to web-based applications and from distributed to service oriented architecture. All these changes made business process execution simple and efficient (Guo et al., 2007) . Old software delivery model are replaced due to the fact that either the earlier delivery model were outdated with business needs or with new technologies. Cloud computing is a new computing model, which provides answer to exponential rise of processing power of high-end servers and virtualisation. The various types of services available as parts of cloud are software as a service (SAAS), platform as a service (PAAS) and infrastructure as a service (IAAS). SAAS is a deployment model that lets service provider hosts the web application remotely in the internet and services the web application to one or more clients (Wang et al., 2010) . This model is used to reduce the deployment cost of web application in the aspect of hardware cum software upgrades. Multi-tenant web framework (MWF) enables easy transformation of any single-tenant, web-based application into a fully multi-tenant one and provides add-on services like authentication, authorisation-based page view, tenant tracking, application platform controller and tenant data security. Enabling multi-tenancy using MWF will reduce the cost of development and deployment efforts. The resultant Multi-Tenant solution can operate on wide range of operating systems, application servers and databases. It is easily portable across private, public or hybrid clouds (Nicolas, 2006) .
Design and development of MWF
MWF enables insertion of layer of functionalities in a loosely coupled manner and thereby promotes easy development of web application with multi-tenancy. By using the components in the MWF an application can be instantly converted in to a multi-tenant web application. Following are service components provided by MWF:
• tenant filter
• tenant configuration
• tenant key store
• application platform controller
• tenant tracking
• tenant data security. 
Tenant filter
Tenant filter is a primary request handler filter in the framework which is mainly responsible for filtering the tenant identifier from tenant request. Besides filtering the identity of tenant, it also provides the following capabilities • request validation and authentication
• request routing
• logging response time.
Tenant filter validates each tenant request for authenticity failing which the request is redirected to login page. Once authentication succeeds, it routes the tenant to request site based on the authorisation rules which restricts access to site or functionality. Tenant authorisation is mainly controlled by attributed-based tenant authentication technique which provides seamless integration of authorisation with external application and effectively supports handling large number of users in the application. It also logs the response time of each request for tracking and maintenance of tenant response service level agreement (SLA).
Tenant configuration
MWF allows application deployer to configure a tenant using tenant configuration file. Tenant configuration file is an xml file type with file name containing tenant name as prefix prescribed in the following format '<tenant-name>-config.xml'. MWF uses the tenant configuration template to setup the tenant key store for tenant specific encrypt and decrypt key, tenant file share location, tenant's user and authorisation configuration to access the application, tenant SLA, tenant user interface configuration and tenant service configuration through authorisation. Below is the tenant configuration template used by MWF: 
Tenant key store
In a multi-tenant platform, application resources are widely shared to all tenants hence protection of tenant data is vital and critical. Tenant key store technique is used to encrypt the tenant password, tenant authorisation and securing tenant data. This consist of a fine-tuned mechanism to mandate dual process flow for encryption and decryption where in the first step data is encrypted by tenant specific key resulting in cipher text output which is further encrypted by tenant specific encrypted key. The same process flow is applied during decryption. It also provides powerful mechanism for secure search of tenant data by allowing users to search without decryption and displays results of matches in encrypted mode. Tenant key store technique is mainly derived from polynomial algorithm and has four stages:
Setup
It takes the prime P and generates two values e and d, such that e, d = e. d = 1(modφ(P)).
• DistributeUKeys (e, d, P) -Generate random values, Uki, which are co-prime to Φ(P) = P -1 and Uki ≠ e or d. Distribute Uki to individual users as their secret keys.
• GenerateAgentKeys (Ukie, d) -For the given Uki, which belongs to user i, compute (ei, di) such that Uki.ei = e(modΦ(P)) and Uki.di = d (mod Φ(P)). Store these values for the i th user in the administrator-privileged location.
Encrypt (M)
It encrypts the data at the user end with his Uki and in agent with ei.
• EncryptByUser (M, Uki) -user i encrypts the data M with his key Uki as C' = MUki (mod P) • EncryptByAgent (C', ei) -the agent computes the final ciphertext as C = C'ei (mod P).
Decrypt (C)
It decrypts the data at the user end with his Uki and in agent with di.
• DecryptByAgent (C, di) -the agent computes C' = Cdi (mod P).
• DecryptByUser (C', Uki) -the user computes his data value M using M = C'Uki (mod P).
Search (W)
The user encrypts his search keyword w, using C* = Encrypt (W) and these encrypted text will be matched with stored data in database. Following 
Tenant authentication
Tenant filter validates the tenant request and routes the request to login page for tenant authentication, if request is not authenticated. MWF has tenant authentication filter (TAF) which is used to authenticate the tenant's login request. TAF retrieves tenant key store value to encrypt the submitted user password and match with the registered tenant password. This password verification is performed in an encryption mode without decrypting the tenant password. Once tenant is successfully authenticated tenant's session-oriented authentication token will be created and this token is added into tenant context for further request process. The created tenant session token is stored in distributed tenant session (DTS) context, which is used to restrict multiple login for same user. DTS context is a key value pair of distributed session management for tenant. DTS context internally stores the combination of tenant id cum tenant's user id as key and session id as value in the context.
Tenant authorisation
Tenant authorisation (TA) authorises the tenant to access the application services .MWF supports attribute-based authorisation in which each service has attribute defined for authorisation and access to the service is provided by their corresponding service URL (Chadwick and Otenko, 2003) . For ease of access, attributes are grouped and assigned to the user. This group is called as access group. Following are the attribute types;
• service attribute
• file attribute.
Service attribute
Service attribute allows user to access service URL of assigned services specified in the attribute and provides complete access of service to the user.
File attribute
File attribute consists of file or folder specific access rights or both and mainly used for manipulation of file in the application. File attribute has the access rights that include read, write, delete and execute. By default, read access right is provided which takes precedence over folder access rights in the system. Access group is a collection of one or more service and file attributes. It is assigned to tenant for accessing the service and facilitates file manipulation in the application. Using access group, administrator can easily grant or revoke the access to the users. In MWF, application administrator is the super user responsible for creating groups and tenant admins. Tenant admins has privilege to create tenant specific groups based on main groups, which is granted to tenant by application administrator (Park and Sandhu, 1999) . Below are the configuration steps to transform a tenant in to authorisation-enabled mode.
• Application administrator is allowed to define the attributes of services and file(s).
• Service URL and file can be mapped to service attribute and file attribute respectively.
• Attributes are further mapped to groups.
• Application administrator creates main groups which can be mapped to tenant administrator.
• Tenant administrator can create tenant specific groups which are internally mapped to tenant users.
• Distinctive attribute overrides group privileges and can be used to grant or revoke access rights from the group by the administrator without group modification.
Once user is authenticated, user authorisation details are fetched and added in to the tenant context. MWF uses access verifier to verify the service attributes and grants access to the service.
Authorising user to access service
In multi-tenant application, each web page has multiple services and these services are mapped to service URLs. Once user is authenticated, auth-token and tenant authorisation object are generated and stored in tenant context by MWF. For accessing each service in the application, user should have access permission for the corresponding service(s) whose information is stored in tenant authorisation object. Each service in the web page is verified by service verifier based on service URL. If the user has access to the service URL through tenant authorisation object service verifier grants access to the service in the web page failing which the access stands disabled.
Mathematical model for tenant authorisation
• Service attribute
• Access groups are sub set of attribute collection set 
Tenant context
Tenant context mainly stores the user information of tenant that includes auth-token and tenant authorisation object. It contains HOST-ID, which is used for secure file access from shared file server. Shared file server is used to share multiple tenants to store their files. These file(s) are accessed based on tenant user permission assigned and authentication from file server. Using HOST-ID, the file server will enable access to tenant user. Below is the formula used to derive HOST-ID.
HOST-ID SHA-1(User-ID Tenant-ID dynamic token) = + +
Key compromise
MWF has the file access client, which is used to connect file server. File server has file share agent of MWF and it act as server. Based on Figure 2 the working methodology of key compromise is explained below.
• For connecting the server, client sends the tenant-id, user-id, auth-token to server.
Server will validate the auth-token and generate the dynamic unique token. The generated unique token is encrypted by tenant's two-way encryption key, which is further send to client's key compromise.
• Client will receive the encrypted token and uses the auth-token to fetch two level tenant decrypted keys for decrypting the token. Once token is decrypted, It uses one way hash function to generate host-ID which is further sent to the server for the next key compromise.
• Server will match the sent host-ID and compromise the request thereby allowing the user(s) to access the requested file.
• After key compromise succeeds, server creates and manage symbolic link with access levels of requested file and shares the link to the user.
MWF initiates communicate with file server for accessing the file based on the host-ID, which is generated every n th minute for secured transaction. 
Shared file server configuration
Through tenant configuration in the application, tenant specific base shared folder is created in the file server. For securing the file in server, file is encrypted by tenant's two level encrypted keys, which allow encryption-based search of keywords in files without decrypting the file. The tenant's base level folder is hidden by symbolic link and mapped to the tenant configuration (Mazieres, 2000) . The requested file is shared by symbolic reference, so it has two levels for symbolic link reference for file sharing. These links are mapped to token and managed by token manager in the file server. This token will change in every 30 minutes and key compromise happens with the client again automatically. Below is the sample file-sharing configuration.
• Tenant based folder: -> /tmp/file-share/tenant-name
• Slink{/tenant-name} -> Symbolic-link {/tmp/file-share/tenant-name}
• Slink{file-name} -> Symbolic-link {/tenant-name/file1.txt}
• Slink{file-name} -> Shared to client for file processing. 
Token manager
Token manager is mainly responsible for managing the tokens created on file access from the file server. This token is used for file's symbolic link reference for accessing the file. Token manager also encrypts the dynamic token, tenant base folder, symbolic link of user file and base folder link by tenant's two level encryption key and persist it.
Keyword search
MWF provides ability to search data using keywords in encrypted mode. MWF's enhanced security feature helps user to search the tenant data in a secured environment. Below steps explains the keyword search operational flow in MWF.
• User inputs the keyword to be searched from the server in the UI
• Application client and file server key compromise each other for performing keyword search. Once key is compromised, the file server is enabled with keyword search.
• Tenant's two level encrypted keys encrypt user keyword with support of tenant key-store.
• These encrypted key words are used to search in encrypted file(s) in file server.
• While searching, matched files are indexed and result details are sent back to client as search result.
Application platform controller
MWF has application platform controller mainly used to manage user's response time of the application. Tenant configuration SLA defines the response time and maps the same to platform controller. Platform Controller manages and tracks user response and processing time (Dornemann et al., 2009; Song et al., 2009 ). It also creates or adds cluster and machine on demand based on load in the system. It has options to create the cluster and to add and remove machines into the cluster via cluster configuration service. Using percentile technique, platform controller defines the threshold value required to monitor the cluster performance, predicts SLA breaches and prevents SLA violations (Kalyvianaki et al., 2009) . MWF has platform agent, which captures the deployed system's resource information like application heap usages, CPU, memory, network and tenant response time (Vecchiola et al., 2012) . The platform controller manages the following resource computations.
• cluster resource utilisation
• cluster response time SLA
• system failure • dynamic allocation and removal of system in the cluster.
Design and technique
Platform controller manages the clusters and handles system failure. When the active system in the cluster goes down then controller automatically probes for a new system and activates it. The controller can be manually configured to allow single or multiple systems to be part of the cluster. It also adds the system into cluster based on SLA breach predictions, resource utilisation increase and system failure in the cluster. Following is the percentile threshold value for performance and SLA breach prediction. Let's read the page view SLA response time from tenant configuration and using percentile approach to find the P75, P85, P90 and P95 threshold value from tenant response time. To read the each system's response time from cluster to find the mean time using below formula.
( )
• U: mean of response time of cluster
• Xi: response time of n th system in the cluster.
Prediction rage is defined using mean time and percentile value. The following is the SLA breach prediction range for SLA response time. Let T RSP is the tenant's minimum page view response time. Prediction will be detected using the below condition and duration is calculated for each condition.
0 U P75 Normal < < = P75 U P85 Above normal < < = P85 U P90 Near to breach < < = P90 U P95 Breach prediction < < = Breach is predicted when duration crosses third stage (near to breach) and enters fourth stage. This way platform controller deploys another web instance from configured systems in the cluster and adds into the service cluster for handling the SLA response time. Below formula is used to find cluster resource utilisation and deviation. Using the above percentile technique, resource utilisation can be measured and decision on resource allocation or removal will be taken by the platform controller. For percentile, resource threshold value (R THD ) would be set for calculation. R THD value is 60% of resource utilisation threshold. For example, if means of resource utilisation increases the P90 percentile then platform controller will decide to deploy new system to reduce the resource utilisation to handle user load and maintain the response time SLA.
Tenant tracking
MWF supports tenant tracking mechanism. Tenant tracking utility monitors the web page browsed and persists the detailed information in a log file .MWF has user tracking filter which reads the tenant information like user header, cookies, session, IP address, upload and download data size, page content size and custom variable value from tenant request and response (Pujolle et al., 2009; Nasir, 2013) . It stores the read value-using user tracking filter in a log file. Tenant tracking also allows custom variable tracking from each web page. Custom variable is a predefined variable name such as custom1, custom2 etc. where in each variable has specific use and it is used to track specific value from web page. Tenant tracking allows unlimited custom variable tracking in the application. This tenant-tracking log is used for metering (billing) the tenant usage in the application and helps to track the user behaviour in the application. This approach tracks only the login user and not for WebCrawler request, thereby avoids unnecessary logging of data.
Following is the custom-variable setup for tracking in tenant configuration: 
Tenant data security
Multi-tenant application can use the shared database and schema to store the tenant data. MWF provides the tenant data security option in order to secure the tenant data in the shared database or schema (Jansen et al., 2010; Pervez et al., 2010 ). It supports the column level encryption and encryption-based value match without decryption. MWF uses tenant key store to retrieve the tenant encrypt key to encrypt the search data and matches the encrypt value. Framework has utility functions to encrypt, decrypt and match the value and these functions connects tenant key store to get two level keys for encryption and decryption. The application developer can use this utility function to encrypt the column data based on user's tenant encrypt key, so only that tenant's users can decrypt the value using their decrypt key otherwise decrypt function returns wrong values. The following query's shows encrypt, decrypt and match column value in the schema table:
• inserting encrypted column value String sql = "Insert into emp(empno, empname, sal) values(10, 'emp1', "+ mwf.encrypt(empsal) +");" • decrypting the encrypted column value String sql = "select empno, empname, sal from emp;" String sal = mwf.decrypt(rs.getString("sal"));
• matching the encrypted column value using SQL String sql = "select empno, empname, sal from emp where sal=" + mwf.encrypt(empsal) String sal = mwf.decrypt(rs.getString("sal"));
• matching the encrypted column value using utility function String sql = "select empno, empname, sal from emp;" Boolean match = mwf.match(rs.getString("sal"),empsal); 3 Performance evaluation MWF provides core multi-tenant engineering functionality, which helps for converting normal application to multi-tenant one and it saves the development effort, time, cost, enabling security to tenant data and providing full platform control for application management. It saves around 60% engineering cost for enabling multi-tenant features and reduce time for market your service. By studying and taking into consideration of various design and model for web applications along with cloud environment, MWF provides core multi-tenant engineering functionality, which helps for converting normal application to multi-tenant one. It saves the developer's engineering effort, time and cost. It saves around 60% engineering cost for enabling multi-tenant features, reducing developmental effort, reducing operation maintenance cost and reducing time for market application service. MWF provides options to enhance and control tenant data security, authentication, attribute-based authorisation, tenant tracking and secured file access. Application developers can leverage upon MWF to reduce the development efforts involved in converting a normal web application in to a multi-tenant enabled one. It also helps in managing effectively the application-deployed platform and tenant response time SLA. Thus, it is quite evident that MWF will gradually emerge as a platform, and it offers standardised features and options to rapidly enable multi-tenancy in web applications.
